
Agent 
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Stolen 

Paintings 
Of Sidney Holtzman, 

Who's Happy and Not 

The FBI yesterday announced that 
one of its New York agents—posing as 

.411 shady connoisseur ' with a $50,000, 
ankroll and internationii11 :connec-

Hions—had recovered Ripaintings sto-
*On in 1977 from the, father of Rep. .  

lizabeth Holtzman (0-N.Y.). 
Is the artscam's beneficiary de. 

'gifted with the Bureau's 'efforts? 
ell, not exactly. 

a.a. "I'm very angry with the FBI ,". said' 
4,i 	

• 
Vew York attorney Sidng 

*Their announcement has made me a.  
urglary target for the Whole world. 

I'd call it sheer stupidity.".  
Holtzman objected to the fact that 

in phone calls to the, presSi'Terry Rob-
erts of the FBI's New floChelle office 
reported that one of the Paintings was 
labeled "Jean Honore t Fragonard." 

(Paintings by that famoui*rench 4begtury master today might fetch !de.. 
uch as $1 million, One,  sold at auc-

ion for $875,000 in  
"Is my Little picture 'by, the hand .of 
ragonard' I'd be. delighted if ,  it 
ere, collector Holtzinan Said. 

j The FBI said it also had recovered. 
'an original Picasso bronie," a_ 15- 
nch-high woman's head that, it said, • ' 
as worth $75,000. How does the Bu- -

-eau know that the Work is a PicaSso? 
'We're not art experts," said agent 
oberts. ''The suspect, vijho tried to 
ell it idenified it as a picasse." • 
A man identified as Joseph 	: 

hael Pinto of Greene„.  N.Y., and de- • 
,iricribed by Roberts as l'one .of the big-

test men I've ever seen±he's 6-foot-8 
and 275 pounds," was arrestediSMon. _ _ 
roe, N.Y:,' on 'Feb. 22 When he alleg-
edly attempted to sell the 10 Holtz- ' 
man pictures and the bronze for $50,- 

to an Andercov0- *ent. 1.1110 
gent," Roberts said, "posed as a kon-
oisseur knowledgeable :in art, ;and 
lso able to transport.  art, to foreign 
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